EXPECTATIONS
Be in good standing financially, academically, and behaviorally (with the chapter and your host campus).
Must participate in the Big Brother ritual ceremony and all other rituals during the Orientation Period.
Must consistently exhibit behavior that is in alignment with Beta's mission, vision, and core values.
Be available and willing to meet regularly with your Little Brother throughout the New Member Orientation Period
and beyond.
Serving as a Big Brother is a lot of fun but does not come without responsibility. It should be viewed as a privilege of
membership and is a role that comes with accountability. As such, please review the following Big Brother Agreement
and sign to signify your acceptance of the role.
As a Big Brother, I will commit to the following behaviors which will reinforce the expectations outlined:
I will respect all Beta rituals through my attendance and active participation in them.
I will not give my Little Brother any inappropriate gifts (alcohol, substances, paraphernalia, etc.)
I will introduce my Little Brother to additional support networks within and outside of the chapter.
I will support the VP of Member Education throughout the educational process to serve in whatever capacity may be
needed. This includes attending educational sessions as needed, supporting ritual activities, and supporting my Little
Brother in his education.
I will abide by all expectations outlined in the Active Member Honor Code (which includes but is not limited to:
Supporting my Little academically, not participating in hazing of any kind, and following all Beta Policies).
I will prepare for my role by reviewing the materials provided in this guide.
I will challenge myself to know not only Beta specific information, but general ideals such as bystander intervention and
vulnerability.
I understand that serving as a Big Brother is a privilege of membership and I will seek to maintain the highest standards
throughout my time as a Big Brother.

Name: ___________________________________ Date: ________________________________

VP New Member Education Name: ___________________________________ Date: ___________________________

